WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

OS and Network

Host and access application

WikiSuite lets you host your data on premise on any cloud provider.
WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

Features

Domain Accounts
Email
Security
Alerts, Graphs, and Logs
Backups And Cloud
Integration
Databases
WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

**Screenshots**

... (Image of a screenshot showing a Virtualmin interface with domain names and virtual servers listed)

**Powered by**

Virtualmin and MeshCentral

**Email and Calendar**

**OS and Network**
WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

- Commerce
- Web and Intranet
- Chat and Video Conference
- Security
- BPM and Analytics
- Files and Sync